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ily

one

discover

all

to a standstill.

preliminary work, the physicist believes he

If, after

has ascertained
analytic

this

all

the conditions of a motion, he adds to

method the

assistance of science

synthetic, in that with all the

and technics he

artificially

produces

were rightly and fully observed, the phenomenon must take place of necessity.
If, however, the means for an artificial experiment are
If these

these conditions.

wanting, a prediction as to the event under consideration

is

The astronomer

made.

an eclipse of the sun, and

it

the second, at the time given
all

the conditions are

chemical

The

facts.

produced from

—a proof

known.

that in this case

The same

is

true of

some

nature of water has been so accu-

rately investigated that at
cially

with certainty

foretells

takes place exactly, even to

its

any moment

it

can be

artifi-

gaseous elements, hydrogen and

oxygen.
in these two cases, as in all where the conditions
phenomenon can be fully produced, something still
remains entirely unknown. Gravitation, which holds

But

of a

together the world's structure,
its

is

for the astronomer in

He

inmost essence a problem not yet solved.

with

it

only as with something definitely given

predicts centuries ahead.

produces a well

known

The

chemist,

who

artificially

chemical union by the conjunc-

tion of its constituent parts, proceeds in the

He

deals

when he

same way.

operates with chemical affinity without having the

least

conception of

are only
Still

words

to

its

real nature.

mask

Attraction and affinity

the ignorance of the investigator.

these indistinct conceptions cannot be dispensed with;

they are of the greatest service for an understanding of
the world.

They must remain

until in the future, if ever,

they are supplaced by clear perceptions.

The mystery which always attaches even to the best
known natural phenomena and to the explanation of
them, is nowhere felt in so striking a way as in the investigfation of
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the physical principles are applied
all

too often of no service what-

manifestations of

in spite of all attempts

life,

more of the wonderful than

ot

the comprehensible.

Even when we begin with

the conditions which necessar-

and of which the Bon-fulfillment of a single
to bring the observed occurrence completely

it,

suffices

The

way

they are

to understand them, offer

wishes to investigate a natural phenomenon

first to

attend

i{
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In whatever

BY W. PREYER.

with Science.

we

the lowest living beings,

cannot succeed in ascertaining

all

the conditions of

Take, for instance, those forms of life
which consist merely of a tiny lump of tough slimy material.
They breathe, nourish themselves, change their
form, move from one place to another and multiply by
division.
They are without organs; on all sides of their
body they are apparently the same they are not animal,
not plant, but merely living forms.
To science they are
a mystery.
Their chemical composition is unknown;
To this we must add
the cause of their motion not less.
As soon
that these beings know not a natural death.
as a certain age is reached they divide into two parts
and continue to live double, then four-fold, then eightfold, and so on till by lack of space and nourishment
Then the youngest genfurther division is prevented.
Death
eration is consumed by the animals of the sea.
their existence.

;

by reason of old age is therefore not possible for these
bloom of life they divide themselves
into twos and succumb only to violence.
Higher organisms, on the other hand, like man,
finally reach a point of time when life becomes extinct.
And this takes place even in the best of health, when
they are careful in action and hardened in person,
whether they live in the feasts of abundance or in catonic abstinence; and that, too, without our being able
The wearing out of
to assign for it a sufficient cause.
the organs is just as incomprehensible in old age as in
youth, in so far as they receive the same good nourishment for their support. As a matter of fact they no longer
utilize this nourishment so completely, and that in all probbecause in the course
ability from a good reason, viz.
of a long life a great number of imperceptible losses have

beings, for in the

:

wrought

their effects

upon the organism.

These, each

one taken by itself, do not in a perceptible way work disadvantageously on the processes of restoring the wornout tissue, but when taken together, they break the opposing strength of the body so that at last it succumbs on the
slightest occasion.

Fundamentally, however,

life.

a

supposition.

The

this

real cause

is

to be taken only

of natural death

is

as

un-
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known, and the

which stamps mortality upon

certainty

every living thing

Because

purely inductive.

is
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it

has

never been observed that a living body has passed a
certain age, the conclusion is rightly drawn that it can
never happen that a living being will not die or its individual existence find no end.

Thus, even

in

steps, the investigation of life

its first

meets an enigma.

It

cannot discover why, in the nat-

ural course of events, death necessarily inheres in every

organism after a certain time.
If we start, therefore, simply from the standpoint of
the experimental physicist and regard life like any

may

necessarily be

fulfilled,

that this process

For if all
the conditions of life, with exception, were known, the
nature of death would also be known, so far, at least, as
it takes place through the failure of any one of the conditions demanded.
take place, cannot fully be answered.

Nevertheless, a complete answer to this question
of great interest, because
the dependence of

would ajffbrd a glimpse into
upon its environment. Those

it

all life

circumstances which have heretofore been

general conditions of

is

life,

known

as the

bear essentially, therefore, on

an explanation of the conception of

A

life.

hensive treatment of them, moreover,

is

compre-

afforded

by

general conditions of

life

are to be understood

only such as apply without exception to

all

living

We

have to do, therefore, with discovering the
circumstances which ai'e not less indispensable to life for
the tiny rotifer in the depths of the sea than for the
condor which soars with strong wing over the highest
peaks of the Cordilleras. We have to find what is indispensable to life alike for the wretched lichens growing on weathered rocks and for the palm unfolding
beings.

beauty, for the microscopical yeast

itself in full

for the scientist

who observes

men must have

and

since they

all

it.

All plants,

certain necessities of

live.

Thus generally

Incomparably richer

results than this sort

in

of in-

changing of living beings in
connection with a simultaneous change of environment.
If a plant grows up from the seed in cold and darkness
vestigation

the artijicial

is

not green, and

is then exposed to light of a
have an anomalous organism in an
anomalous environment, and can determine what sorts
of light permit and necessitate the supplementary formation of green on the leaf.

so that

it is

single

color,

Not

we

important for the question under consider-

less

by which uninjured
changed enw'vcovvca.e.n'i.

ation are, finally, those experiments

organisms become displaced
If a

in a

green plant be brought into a space

blue light

filled

For the maintenance of

dies.

it

therefore, other constituents of the daylight

with pure
its

health,

than blue

demanded. To determine the conditions of life we
must regard as of especial importance such changes of
natural surrounding as produce a withdrawal of some
one material which stands in intimate relation with the
are

living organism.

If,

still

to cling to our example, all

be withdrawn from the

iron

plants

—and

nourishment of green
without other change

that, too, if possible,

of environment

—a

green-sickness takes place; and

all

life in

cell

and

animals

common,

considered on ac-

becomes

no other element closely
proven to take its place without
fatal results.
For manganese and nickel this proof is
furnished.
Therefore, with a high degree of probabillife

so long as

related to iron can be

ity
is

a

we may

assert that the presence of iron in the food

necessity for green plants.

life-

The general conditions
fall

into

The one

two

great groups

object; the other has to

organism which

is

— the

ac-

outer and the inner.

ate or direct.

its

its

conservation

—

its

Further, both the outer and the inner conditions of
j

are in part mediate or indirect and in part immedi-

prolong mere

manded by

We
life

have to determine what

for a period,

and what

i.

e.

what

is

suffices to

directly de-

that all functions reach their complete unfolding.

deserts.

be reviewed nor investigated so as to determine wherein

Then

artificially

changed organisms must be con-

in their natural environment.
When, for
example, some of the parts of an animal are skillfully
removed life can often continue without change of en-

sidered

|

anatomical structure.

must be sought in their natural environment.
even on a superficial observation that at a certain
depth in the earth and at a certain height above the level
of the sea no life can exist, that life is also diminished
amid the ice at the poles and in the dry sands of the
find

'

do with the formation of thai

necessary for

tion and experiment can they

We

which have been

life,

has reference to the surroundings of the living

life

living beings as possible

of

quired by this four-fold method of investigation, naturally

number of conditions of life can only be small. Experiment alone teaches us to know them. Only by observabe acquired.

if

life

Iron, therefore, must be regarded as

extinct.

a necessity of

chemical composition and

many uninjured

organs are
and which are

dispensable.

count of great manifoldness of organized bodies, the

First, as

life

care be not soon taken for a renewal of the supply

their purely real contents.

By

way which

ascertain in this

indispensable for the preservation of

other natural process, the question as to the conditions

which must

We

vironment.

it,

health or normal

Now,

life,

is

which

now

complicated that even

their significance really lies.
is

characterized thereby, so

the indirect external conditions necessary for

this are so

ever,

necessary to maintain full
is

One

they can neither
j

such condition, how-

the association of several, viz.: society.

Experience teaches us that a living thing will thrive
only where other living things

exist.

Solitude

is

en-

1
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realm of animated nature. All animutually dependent; and if the tem-
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tirely foreign to the

overstrained

mated existence

sides,

is

society,

makes a passing isolation acceptable to him, still
there is no living body that can permanently endure absolute solitude.
But few know the indescribably desolate feeling of abandonment which overpowers the
stranger, thirsting for knowledge, in an island, or amid

who

great lava fields

stretching over

much

miles; with not so

hundreds of square
which he may

as a voice in

is

self-conquest

exceedingly slight.

is

Be-

luxury, which as a rule could not exist but for

porary repose of an individual from the struggle for existence

865

of the greatest advantage to the individual

is

it without being degenerated by
even more advantageous to society in general.

rejoices in

it; it

In the circles of the British nobility, where the great-

luxury prevails, longevity, good health and intelligence have almost become hereditary. Moreover, we
speak here of luxury in its widest sense. There is
est

luxury, human,

physical

and plant luxury.

animal,

forget himself such as even the glacial districts of the

Many

Alps pour down upon the unterrified hunter. No one
any length of time loves this gloomy silence, this

collect so great a store that they are not able to use

death-like stillness of nature.

world

for

Although

social

occasions great injuries to per-

life

man

sonal welfare, since each

own

interests

many

ciety of

comes

in order to further his

into collision with others,

people, and above

all

a so-

still

the family, produces

For

the greatest advantages for personal prosperity.

-when

many

live together

not only will the existing

be more easily

and that, too, fully
through society new suggestions or desires which impart a new charm to life.
needs of

life

and regularly, but there

satisfied,

arise

Generally, so important are these advantages,

by

sible

phases,

made

pos-

any of
good for

society, for the furtherance of life in

that

— and
holds
—becomes the most important of the

society

animated nature

this

direct external conditions of

largely because

it

life.

And

it

becomes

and thus preserves

The most
is

which, in addition to their nests, build shapely
social houses and there give themselves up to all sorts of
amusements. They build their nests on trees and their
tralia,

houses on the level ground
The latter are
adorned with all sorts of bright objects and flowers.
These remarkable birds play with various colored

social

stones

and

ditions of life in

more than

life

which everything needed, but nothing
hand. Not merely by means of
better soil and more copious light, nor by means of
good oourishment and care, do many plants grow more

On

their strongest

trees serve them.

And

its

gratification.

these are without limitation from without and yet

are not immeasurable.

called luxury.

It is

luxuriantly.

The

rious

the necessities of

all

found in

all

nature and at

all

stages

it

should be desired

is

however, but chiefly for

measure of enjoyment

is

natural.

Many condemn

this reason:

hard to

find.

man and

takes into consideration the well-being of one
that of his equally deserving fellow-beings

harmless, permissible, right, advantageous,

and necessary for normal life. So often as
rates it not only loses its advantages, but
harmful.

It

luxury

is

wholesome
it

degene-

it

becomes

then no longer enhances the capacity for

the highest effort.

_In order to avoid this harmful de-

generation moderation

the non-fulfillment of the indirect conditions of
to nature

life

—

is

than the greatest luxury.

"The satisfaction arising from undue self-denial or forced

coniijitied.)

BY EDMUND MONTGOMERY.
Part

II.

We have seen that BayrhofFer, like
away from

Strauss, turned

Feuerbach and

the sterile and

shadowy

haunts of the purely conceptual world, and like these,
his illustrious fellow dissenters of

voted himself

all

the

more

the left wing, he de-

intently to the contemplation

of the luxuriantly vivid and replete presence of the perceptible universe.

This richly saturated world of perception is, howby no means so immediately within palpable

reach

—

kingdom.

a parasite of the animal

OF "NATURALISTIC MONISM."

mankind cannot be kept from want or sickness. In
undue self-denial, avarice that which is. called

itself

more contrary

many

KARL THEODOR BAYRHOFFER AND HIS SYSTEM

ever,

still

life.

{To b^

necessary, for without this

is

which they grow.

development unless the most powerful
Such vine-growths really lead a luxuThey have in every respect more than they

it,

That the right
Only so far as it

society in

leaves in the primeval tropical forests never attain

life is

of development of living beings, but never abundantly.

That

the contrary, their thrift depends, in a

upon the

large measure,

need, just like

This abundant supply of

and tease one

this, is at

which are newly created by

society for

caress

Even in the vegetable kingdom such a luxmay easily be distinguished from those con-

sive clubs.

all

;

They

another and entertain themselves actively in their exclu-

in-

all

while they frequently change the

shells,

decorations of their houses.

urious

spiritual

it.

example of luxury in the animal
afforded by the house-building birds of Ausstriking

and physical health,
that is, normal life.
Not only must the necessary demands, as for example, that for food, be satisfied but
for full perfection those numerous needs are required
talents,

more than they can consume, many

kill

its

this

alone permits the development of

animals

of philosophical

experience.

To

thought, as

it

is

of sensible

our direct perception the universe

seems indeed composed of a multitude of diversely constituted bodies,

And

extended in space and changing in time.

this material

universe

it is

which,

in the unsophisti-
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cated estimate of us
existence, of

carrying with

all, is

For Mind,

wealth of Being.

which we

— the

the

it

only other

entire

mode

are cognizant, besides Matter,

of

COURT.

common

herd of self-seeking time-servers, he undevia-

tingly steered his course to the end.

No

is

When,

mere dreamer he!

after

a

brilliant

evidently only an inner affection of some peculiarly or-

career as philosophical teacher and political leader,

same all-comprising
To plain common-sense it is the
material universe.
clearest possible fact, that the world of real Being is the
same world we are from day to day actually perceiving.
Yet as soon as we set about scrutinizing somewhat
more closely the relation of this perceptible world to

found himself ousted of the academic chair and the parliamentary rostrum, he abundantly proved the practical

ganized bodies, forming part of

our individual perception of

it,

this

perplexities arise that are

strength and value of his reason-bred convictions.
lamentations, but in

courage and force to do battle

manner of adversity. For the sake of his
own manhood, and the welfare of his young brood of
against

all

human worth, he

aspirants to

ance of the common-sense view.

cally adapted himself to the

become

indeed, but

aware that the material universe is in verity realized by us solely in the
medium of our own consciousness; which consciousness
is undeniably of mental and not of material consistency.
reflection to

little

Wherefrom

positively

irrefragably

follows,

we know

that

the

material universe only mediately through mental representation.

Here, then,
of philosophy

at once, inevitably, the

offers itself

central

for solution.

problem

can nowise

It

be ignored or eluded by whoever desires to recognize
the true nature of Reality.

And what

man
own

such nature

thoughtful hu-

creature does not crave to learn the secret of his

inmost nature, and

how

is

in truth con-

nected with that abiding universal essence of Being,

which

underlies the

ever-shifting phantasmagoria

of

sense-apparent manifestations?

Can anyone wonder

struck with indefeasible

that,

longing for insight beyond the phenomenal play of individual perception, so many eager lives have spent the
ardor of their vital spark in the endeavor to lay bare the

solemn enigma of real Being.' In what conceivable relation do those individual perceptions of ours stand to the
How far do these
actual world represented by them ?
mere mental figurations justify the framing of conceptions concerning the absolute nature of that, which from
time to time

is

thus perceptively

figured,

but which

must surely be itself steadfastly abiding in permanent
And in this
existence, whether perceived by us or not?
soul-stirring solemnity of externally revealed and interrally concealed existence, of
role

we

what import

ourselves are playing?

What

is

is

the

little

axe and plow upon a most

Figure the man,

wondering awe and super-individual

making

and family by manual labor on a
Wisconsin farm, thirty-six years ago. Surely a memorable event this for whoever happens to know of what

awkward

strangely

in those days,

mer
his

stuflF

German

were made

professors

and not again did our professorial

down

lay

his agricultural

implements

far-

to return to

beloved realm of philosophical thought, until his

grown up

children had

worthy

to be

citizens of the

humanitarian commonwealth, foreshadowed in the

ideal

fundamental principles that had given republican independence and democratic stability to this his adopted
country.

The

first

philosophical paper he allowed himself to

write appeared in the third and fourth volumes of Berg-

mann's Philosophische Monatshefte seventeen years
It contains a criticism
after he had settled on his farm.
of Herbart's, Hegel's and Spencer's systems, but fully

A

adopting the naturalistic evolution-hypothesis.

he published, also

later, 1S71,

sition of his

views

in a

in

year

German, a concise expo-

pamphlet bearing the

Wesen des Universums unci

die Gesetze des

title:

Das

Humanis-

aiis dem Standputtkte der Vernunft.
The yonrnal of Speculative Philosophy, ^axM-

mus, dargestellt

Then

in

ary and October, 1S76,

"The

Idea of Matter" and

"The

Idea of Mind."

These are the
thought.

in

struggle for existence.

been a German professor

a living for himself

Undaunted by any failure of predecessors, they,
whose gaze has penetrated beyond the " illusive veil of

wrapped

realistic

who had

of philosophy, forty years old already, actually

self

derers,

With

situation.

pation with thoughts and words, entering resolutely with

the true mean-

Maja," continue from century to century of human
their eager questionings in search of veritable
Reality.
And to this exotic sect of philosophical pon-

cheerfully and energeti-

imposed

rare fortitude he relinquished his habitual idealistic occu-

ing of the open secret of Thought, Life and Being?

doom

His

humanitarian creed then flowed out, not in sentimental

strong enough essentially to disturb the intuitive assurIt requires,

he

to

essential writings pointed out

the present writer

as

by him-

conveying his matured

They were written after his health had been
much impaired by the many years of unaccustomed hard
labor.

from

It

no easy task clearly to realize
and abstruse exposition of them.

is

his brief

his

views

But

we

will try to give a correct idea of his monistic foundation

of the universe; for there can be no doubt that the

hope, Bayrhoffer belonged with soul and body. Touched

monistic world-conception will have to be based on a

from early youth with the frenzy that begets the transcendental mood to think and live as faithful exponent
of the ever-valid world of reason, and not as one of the

groundwork

similarly constituted.

Bayrhoffer, as stated before,

was

a firm believer in

the fundamental unity and essential identity of the ma-
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that thought or intelligence

On

But he did not believe

and the mental worlds.

terial

the contrary, he looked

Being.

itself veritable

is

upon

that entity, vs^hich

is

consciously revealed to us in material appearances, as

With Kant, and

the true essence of Reality.
sition to

which

is

specific content

real, sense-stimulating

dependently of
tion

is

oppo-

Hegel, he most positively maintained that that
causing our individual space-perception to be

with the

filled

in

this

we

matter,

call

is

itself

Being, subsisting outside and

in-

perception of ours; wiiich percep-

own

therefore not merely an ideal product of our

obscure and inadequate introspective conception of an
absolute reality

which

is itself

between the phenomenal
or ideal appearances within our perception and the nonphenomenal or real efficiencies that arouse them from
outside.
This assertion goes right to the heart of the
philosophical problem.
If he can prove its validity, he
essential identity of nature

S67

scientific, ought to give strict account of the reasons
which determine it to adopt its fundamental tenets.

Naturalistic Monists

who

the unity and identity of

fancy that their assumption of

mind and matter

in nature

is

a self-evident truth or a readily demonstrable fact, are

—

Even if with all too bold a sweep
be hypothetically identified with force, and
force with matter, it will be found a rather puzzling
task to explain, or only to conceive, the interaction and
strangely mistaken.

—mind

transition into

Being.

one another of these various modes of
Monists have here an immense ad-

Idealistic

vantage, so far as

They can

Thought.

But, imlike Kant, he further asserts that there exists

an

COURT.

facility of

conception

positively prove that

we

aware only of mental existence; that

own

nature Tippears within our

there mentally conceived by us.

concerned.

immediately

we know

all

mental medium and

From

this

the sole

of
is

undeniable

of things they draw the easv conclusion that

state
is

is

are

Mind

mode of Being.

—

But believing as we naturalistic thinkers most posdo in sense-stimulating powers, we have inevi-

—

has indeed discovered the long-sought-for monistic solu-

itively

mind and matter in the
domain of all-comprising Being.
It is, of course, easy enough to establish identity between Thought and Being, when with our thorough-

tably to use our speculative reason in order to attain

tion for the apparent duality of

going
itself

Idealists

w&

simply maintain that Thought

Being, and that the belief

in

the existence

is

of

something stimulating our sensibility from outside is a
mere illusion. Easy also to establish a pseudo-monism,
in which mind and matter are seemingly one, when with
many of our scientific philosophers we quietly lodge the
requisite

modicum of mental

material elements with

capacities in the primordial

which the monistic universe

is

it

should be clear by this time:

—on the

idealistic

compulsory percepts are indeed aroused
by external powers, whose distinguishing characteristics
they faithfully represent; on the materialistic side, that
what we perceive as the material universe is merely a
side,

that our

—

phenomenon within our own percepwhose component parts howevermuch subdivided

sense-stimulated
tion,

—

—

and finally atomized in conception cannot, themselves,
be placed in objective existence as the true elements of
real

Being.

ate evidence of our senses.
tation within

If the perceptive represen-

our individual consciousness

is

lucidly

ing insight into the veritable nature of Being.
us plainly that 'speculative thinking

indeed our

then, obviously, there can be

framed

a consistent

pothesis concerning the veritable nature of that,

hy-

which

thus vicariously appears within our consciousness, only

by means of
it

a rational interpretation of the

No

arouses in us.

mental

effects

mere unreasoned observation of

these mental effects, with ever so correct a description

natural-science
tion

is

He

tells

alone capable

method, can possibly yield

regarding the permanent and

whose

transient

modes of

It is significant, in this

Pliysicists,

connection, that mathematical

following consistently their method of accurate

measurement and comparison of space and time-phenomare more and more completely abandoning all
attempts to postulate or imagine any kind of absolute
ena,

ances.

underlying or causing these perceptual appear-

They assume

work merely with

definitely ascertained velocities of

definite parts of space-occupation, as interlinked with

this

must be

so.

one

another, in so far only as changes in their motion, and

in fact, if

why

no atoms or
phenomena; but

in their calculations

forces to account for so-called material

therewith position are concerned.

be instructive to find out

informa-

powers, of

interaction the representative

things."

For it is one thing to profess, in a general way, belief
in Monism, and quite another thing positively to demonstrate how mind and matter have in truth a common
origin in universal Being.
A creed, which desires to be

efficient

percepts are just as transient a set of outcomes.

of understanding and interpreting the ultimate nature of

It will

is

sole revelation of the great outside universe of Being,

reality

aware that it can be only by
means of a reasoned analysis and explanation of the
sense-revealed universe that we can ever hope of gainBayrhofFer

;

of their perceptual content and behavior according to the

then built up.

But

knowledge regarding these extra-conscious powers for
otherwise could we penetrate beyond the immedi-

how

they only

knew

it,

These Physicists

are,

out and out Psychologists,

having for their object of investigation nothing but
specific percepts within individual space and
iixne-percept ion.
But as these percepts happen to be
changes of

faithful representations of the distinguishing characteristics

of the sense- affecting influences, the peculiarities of
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their perceptual motions turn out to be significant signs

nature of Being as

of peculiarities appertaining to the efficiencies of the
interacting powers outside consciousness.

what he

But can we ever gain any valid knowledge respecting the ultimate nature of that which stimulates our
sensibility and arouses our percepts? Philosophers, who
have realized the phenomenality of all perceptible occurrences within sense-revealed nature, have very generally denied the possibility of forming any conception
whatever concerning the absolute nature of that which
underlies the perceptual phenomena, and which conse-

a far

quently

the

constitutes

Whether with Kant

veritable

essence of Being.

seemingly unrecognizable

this

something be called the realm of Things-in-themselves,
or with Spencer the Unknowable, the profession of
nescience regarding

mark

true nature

its

is

the characteristic

He

ticism.

is

to

overcome such Agnos-

seriously attempts to recognize the veritable

nature of absolute Being, and gives good reasons why
such nature should be cognizable. He argues that a
separation and opposition of Being and Thought, Subject

and Object, Percept and Thing, is merely an abhaving no real validity. For

straction of consciousness,
all

thinking occurs within Being;

is

And

more renowned contemporaneous philosopher, who
enough to be allowed peacefully to pursue his thinking and teaching throughout a long and

was

fortunate

most successful career.

But how

different the final conclusions arrived at

indeed Being

itself,

BayrhofFer, following boldly the lead of a

immortality.

rationalistic interpretation of sense-revealed nature,

Schelling's

thought.

Both thinkers believe the world and
composed of monads, but Lotze's
Monadology is imbued with a monarchical spirit; BayrhofTer's is uncompromisingly democratic.
It would be well worth while carefully to compare
the two'systems, but this interesting task lies beyond
our present purpose, which is to give an idea of BayrhofTer's Naturalistic Monism, in ^Vhlch the interaction of

ourselves

be

to

would be simply an

anti-natural monstrosity.

perception and conception of Reality

Our

figures within a

subjective focus nothing but Being itself in

its

various

and variable forms; consequently a rational interpretation
more and more

of such mental figuration must lead to a

Knowledge

complete recognition of absolute Being.
in fact, the self-revelation of such Being.

progress toward complete truth

is

is,

And though

through one-sided-

Monads

is

made

to give rise alike

and to mental phenomena.
this is brought about.

to material

how

We

will

now

THE SCHOLAR AS REFORMER.
BY MORRISON

BayrhofFer,

from the standpoint of the Kantian relativity of
knowledge adds, that a realizing subject, whose mental
nature w^ere so constituted as to be incommensurable
with Reality, and not indeed wholly impregnated with
it,

on

immortality.

which the objective side is always included. This argument is the argument of " Real-Idealism," and is
of

is,

the contrary, unhesitatingly certain of the non-existence

see

its

strain

by
in-

trepid revolutionist.
Lotze, building likewise on Kant's
and Herbart's fundamental ideas, manages plausibly to
deduce from his naturalistic Monadology the existence
of a personal Deity and the confident belief in personal

the subjective side only, but the entirety of Being, in

the

by our

the conservative Lotze from those attained

equal and elementary

in

is

what has likewise been
tradition and thought, by

attempted, on similar lines of

own power of internal reflection or selfappearance. And such reflection is found to mirror not

exerting

This

our present power.
this is

of a personal Deity, and the impossibility of personal

of the philosophical Agnostic.

BayrhofTer's chief effort

lies in

attempts.

If

great

we

we

disregard, as

body

of

I.

SWIFT.

must, the opinions of that

men whose

single-thoughted practical

education belongs to a day that the world cannot repeat,

we

do not underestimate the

held

dogmas

before those
society in

difficulties that their firmly

place in the path of reform.

who

hope for better things

which the

The problem
is

to

change a

refined vices of industrial self-interest

are considered virtues, and

which the best brains of the
It is not merely

trading sphere are enlisted to amplify.
a

dead weight of

although

this

stolid

is

conservatism that

there;

it

is

to be lifted,

the vigorously

is

forces of triumphant selfishness

and

working

injustice that are

tO'

ness, illusion

and error, yet by dint of gradual rectification and amplification, we come to grasp more and more

be met and dissipated before a better time can come.

adequately that absolute truth, which fully reflects the
From the persistent
veritable nature of All-Being.

force, are the conventionally

matrix
entire

of perceptible
consciousness,

of the universe with

phenomena has emanated
and therewith
all

its

our

our

conception

present inconsistencies of

On

the side of obstruction and retardation, in

those reforms that

development

these inconsistencies.

who have
it

incumbent on us to

heavy

w^ho extol the

would bring the conception of human

into

industrial

then are available for reform
tion

Meanwhile Bayrhoffer thinks

men

present working principles of society at the expense of

mental apprehension. Surely, then, the same all-evolving matrix will have also power to evolve a solution of

try to frame as consistent an hypothesis of the veritable

moral

It is certain that

that

we

relations.

What

forces

?

the high results of the moral revolu-

desire are not to be accomplished

by men

not themselves abandoned the lower ground

occupied by prosperous humanity.
help most in this supreme

Those who would

work must have severed

THE OPEN COURT.
human

society are in the hands

themselves from merely personal ends and inferior hopes.

right.

They must have gone down

of practical, unhistoric men, they count for

and
inspiration and

into the depths of life

of being, and gathered thence infinite
faith

possibilities of

in the

The demand

man.

of the

moment is in its fullest import for characters of this
They must care for no human opinion they

kind.

;

must be simple lovers of

truth, ready to part

with every-

thing besides.

There are two

approach

classes that

Of

this type.

one of these, the "masses," we shall speak hereafter.
By the other we mean the educated men of the country.
The broad scholar of to-day must have imbibed

something of the
to believe in the

historic spirit.

permanence of

that practical, unread

He

nent.

impossible for him

men suppose them

sees that they

human

fit

It is

institutions in the sense

perma-

to be

have become what they are

to"

needs, and that as these needs change and

He

enlarge the institutions must likewise be modified.

If the prizes of

him; for they are prizes only

would be

it

to their pursuit.

erty, he, too,

moral or ideal

is

the essence of the

One who

life

of individual and

does not recognize this and

regard himself as a part of the race-process has not yet
learned to live and does not

As man

meaning of duty.
he observes

all

know

when

the conditions that past development has

imposed upon him, so he only
is

the depth of the

only lives successfully
lives fully

when

his life

ordered by the largest conception of the future that
This, without postponement,

he can form.
life.

the

And
now.

it

It

is
is

nothing more than the unchaining of
the crow^ding of the future, extended,

temporal reality into the present; the refusal to
this future to a limited

of the present and of
portation of

man

and

We

perhaps

many

For

learning

stature.

Life

is

man

seldom conceived

in

and

to his

its

real

But we say
if

that such

men, and

men

are

they do not revolt against

is

a livelihood, or social position, or reputation,

They

now many ministers with no higher obBut we expect nothing from such men.

are powerless to help in times like these.

wont

Society has been

to class certain well-defined

and limited duties under the stereotyped idea of each
profession.
It has then said, " Let the shoemaker stick
Each brotherto his last," and frowned at innovation.
hood has its written or unwritten code, and the penalty
The physiof deviating is ostracism and sequestration.
cian may heal the poor without fees, but where is the
medical

man who

commuThe lawyer makes and

renovating the ideas of his

is

nity so as to avert sickness?

nurses cases for his

own

profit,

instead of preventing

and adjusting them and thereby saving the client from
The clergymen " sticks to the Bible"
sure depletion.
and " preaches Christ and

Him

Crucified," while the

complex of information and instruction that should
come through the modern pulpit is left untouched by
vast

The

pulpit

is

sacred to antiquated doctrinism.

professional scholar, likewise, has an idea of his

function conceived in medieval days and ossified in their
inspiring atmosphere, and idolized

by

medievalists ever

The professional scholar is bookish far excellence.

since.

He

has the aroma of a seat of learning and thinks that

the

ways

to themselves

comprehends himself as the bearer of the race
essence and as containing, in no merely figurative way,
the temporal hereafter.
This is man in his reality.
Whoever lives for the mere present lives not for the
real present, nor for more than a fragment of himself.
It is the mission of the scholar to reveal this larger and
encompassing world of his saner being, which is there
to fructify and complete the lesser world to which he
has arbitrarily confined himself.

But we trust the scholar for other reasons. The
magic of rising above the hopes and fears of a world
is

that there are not such

of them.

its

few gather

vidual

that

this stellar lib-

not worthy of his

is

not be so conceived until the indi-

breadth, and for this reason
It will

his natural

he considers his

if

comparison with

in

do not say

than these.

The

the enlarging of

absolute

own untrueness to truth. We do not doubt there
many scholars whose sole purpose in the pursuit of

are

him.

it is

is

their

not the trans-

it is

And

progress.

not worthy of their calling

out of himself into a nebulous and

sustaining environment,

full richness.

sacrifice

false conception of the nature

life itself.

dreamed of unreality, the abandonment of

own proper

future

is

vocation of the scholar

belongs to the past and

calling.

material out of

of humanity.

The

momentary comfort

ject

the

infinitely baser

human

rimental to

and must ever be, along the line of the moral and
For the moral and ideal are the same. The ideal

is

life.

men commonly do,
for one who has dis-

and unswerving independence, and independence supremely of whatever survives from the past that is det-

just as there are

which the future real is to be elaborated.
This passage from the momentarily real to the more

with

cerned the higher significance of living to lend himself

perceives, moreover, that this alteration has always been,
ideal.

little

world that denies

base to live for these prizes as

It is

but

in a

the product of a transcended past,

is

his birth-

in

which an

man

intellectual

should walk

have been discovered. The sunlight and opposing
The pale cheek of a student is
opinions dismay him.
" I do not want a student to
his highest consolation.
injure his health," said one of these sages, " but I

him

to

come

as near to

it

as

he can."

to the cult of sanctioned learning

dox

as

the highly-bred

he

Calvinist

want

In his surrender

is

as livid

is

stark

and orthoand stead-

This type has by natural evolution
fancies.
produced what, for distinction from the specific worker,
who remains a congruous and approvable man, may be

fast to his

He must be in
termed the unhumanized specialist.
earnest only about the infinitesimal particular globule
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which

his

mind

accustomed

is

to spin.

He

shall sedu-

any other interest, lest his
mental top lose a revolution on the axis of its specialty.
Woe, then, to him, for all that he esteems considerable
lously guard himself from

An

has suffered a calamity.

irrevocable opportunity

is

gone.
Against these doctrinaires of preaching, and medi-

and learning or research, who rule in modern
by the divine right of the insensate apathy of

cine,

councils

companions

their

in

scholar stands out.

He

work

legitimate

As

creed.

conscious that his class

is

in religion,

in

formalism

human

the com-

He

rest.

Persevering adherence to the exceptional

insights granted him, and duty to

laws of conduct declared

in

know and

practise the

tional opportunities.

INFINITUDE AND ETERNITY.
Mr. L. T.

refers to

my

scholars have not yet arrived at their true

They

functions except in daring and unusual instances.

have not sought a profound comprehension
meaning of life in its complexity and breadth,
all,

every

as

The

every educator should.

the

of

con-

The

essay of January 5th, enti-

He

The Unknowable."

tled "

on page 872 of

Ives, in his letter

Open Court,

no objection

sees

to con-

sidering abstracts or generalizations as chiffres for econ-

"Does this class of
word infinite?"
does not mean, as Mr.

omizing thought; but he asks:

thinking serve our purpose also with the

Yes,

But

does.

it

infinity

Ives suggests, "the abstract of

and, most of

up the whole

These are large objects, but the time has arrived
can no longer be postponed, and the scholar
must accept them as the companion duty of his excep-

these clearer visions, he

evades.

Hence

lift

race.

when they

its

has expelled sub-

And this drags the scholar down to
mon level. Individualism infects him with the

man

and enter the internecine struggle to

not

is

the world because of

stance.

acquiesces.

moral and beautiful and expanding lives in whatever
may labor, and that the paramount duty of the
enlightened is to forswear class preference and privilege
sphere they

self-prolonged minority, the true

doing

its.

COURT.

abstract of all infinities,

i.

which we think of without
(say a recurring decimal)

is

finities;" it

all

e., it is

An

limits.

Infinity

is

the

decimal

infinite

which we

a decimal fraction

think of without a limit, for instance

ad infinitum.

is

a chiffre for anything

== 0.333 ....
In order to

1/3

never a real thing.

ception of the education of humanity, of race-building,

use an infinite magnitude of any kind w^e must stop

they have not cared to grasp. But these ideas are at
length here, and it is required of each worker to relate

short

himself

anew and more vitally than before to the
The movement of the world now

social unity.

To him

the scholar to accept these issues.

breath of a higher

life

permeated by

new

this

are

It rests

practically impossible as well as unnecessary.

the

with high-

minded and independent characters, those of historic
sight and original strength, to lift this blight and
responds to the highest conception of virtue that

to

we

have yet developed. It is for such men to guide the
This
inasses and to unfold instead of repressing them.

The

the unrivaled opportunity of the present time.

problem is the application of all modern knowledge and
energy to race expansion. The claim rests upon this
generation to renounce its hoary contentment .with conventional methods of doing and being good and to forge
measures that are adequate to modern needs and shall
supply a foundation for future
In

fine,

human

new

selves in complete

life

are called

upon

him the

to set

them-

and determined opposition to the

abuses that prevail universally, to put the seal of con-

demnation upon ideas that even good men affectionately
tolerate, to clear away the mystifying creeds and dogmas that hinder men of the highest purposes and lives

from harmony with the organized good,
once and forever the truth that

all

limit

men

to establish

are born to live

name

therefore a

which can be continued

is

a generalization and a chiffre for

states

we

in-

long as one pleases and

as

only approximately finished

So

The

for a process without a definite

is

if

cut short
all

;

the

and infinitude
infinities.

Mr. Ives agrees with me, I believe, and he
correctly that it is one and the same thing whether
far

measure with inches or sidereal distances

the " light years,"

one

travels in

space, and

" about

it

i.

e.,

the distance

(as are, e. g.,

which a ray of light

Mr. Ives' issue is the infinitude of
which he proposes as the problem,
there is no
cannot truly be said

year).
is

which

mysterj'.'

this
it

'

"

And yet the infinitude of space is the same infinitude
any other mathematical infinitude. The problem of
which Mr. Ives speaks has been solved by no less a one
than the great sage of Konigsberg, by Emanuel Kant.
as

It is a

construction.

the scholar and such as feel with

premonition of a

finite is

in-

bring to sensible existence a practical morality that cor-

is

decimal

forces

first

Those who are
weary of the moral

pause that has fallen upon the world.

The

the error becomes indifferent.

larger

should come.
spirit

when

0.333 .... is only equal to i/^ when w^e continue with
the threes after the decimal point ad infinitum, which is

rial

misapprehension to think that space

is

a reality,

something outside of us which exists as mateKant proved that objective space is an
things exist.

some

object,

absurdity;

it

does not exist

at

all.

He

says in

his

"Transcendental Aesthetics" [Critique of Pure Reason,
translated by J. M. D. Meiklejohn, page 42.]: " If we
regard space and time as properties, which must be
found

in objects as things in themselves, as sine qiiibus

non of the

possibility of their existence,

the absurdities in

and

reflect

on

which we then find ourselves involved,

XHE OPEN COURT.
inasmuch

two

we

as

are compelled, to admit the existence of

which

things,

infinite

are, nevertheless, not sub-

saying that neither past nor future exist; the only real
time is the present and it is always.

stances

nor

substances.

Time

Nay,

admit that they are the necessary conditions of

regard to

to

anything really inhering

the existence of

continue to
annihilated

all

things, and moreover, that they

although

exist,

—we

in

all

things

existing

must
were

cannot blame the good Berkeley for

Nay,

-degrading bodies to mere illusory appearances.
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is

a generalization or abstract of existence in

its

continuance or possible change, but without

reference to anything else, be
calls

it matter or form.
Hegel
" Das Nach-ein-ander der Dinge." This can

it

lead to a misconception
totality as the

" Dinge " are taken in their

if

The

world.

material things in their total-

even our own existence, which would, in this case,
-depend upon the self-existent reality of such a mere
nonentity as time, would necessarily be changed with it
into mere appearance
an absurdity which no one has

ity

as yet been guilty of."

in so far as things are considered as

—

are always; they exist not one after another, but are
simultaneous and are permanent. To express it in two

words: Reality
and

it

is

is,

going

which

includes that it has existed
Hegel's definition is correct

is

to exist.

Kant's system and my own views, I agree with him
w^hen he declares that space is ideal, not real. Space is
a conception of ours and nothing more; it is just as

changeable forms.
motion which changes things either in their mutual
relation, or their forms.
Time, accordingly, can only be
measured by motion; and, indeed, time is the measure of
motion and nothing more. If time is conceived as an

much

objectively existing entity,

Whatever

the

are

a generalization as

abstracted

from

any other

We

reality.

omit all material.
Space in and by

of difference between

points

abstract.

Space is
and

extension

abstract

It is

—apart from

i-eality

—does not

save in our imagination.
Hegel defines space as
Nebcn-ein-ander der Dinge. We call it the pos-

sible

of motion.

direction

space

If

is

any possible

Past and Future are

This fact

is

we

think of space as a real entity,

it is

the greatest

—

The only

correct usage of the

of the mathematical term.

we

use

it

As

also in the sense of

word

infinite

is

that

We

speak

is

an

time

a decimal,
fraction

is,

They

called

is

abstracts

conceiving them as objective

impossible.

ceived as a real thing,

which

are incon-

without

are

a self-contradiction.

is

some purpose the

we change it into

limit.

Eternity, con-

eternity.

fraction i^ in the

If

we

form of

This decimal

0.333

as all agree, a chiffre for a process of taking

three units in every ten, and this process can never be

Accordingly, 0.3333

finished.
Yl

a

;

we may

•

•

hundred or more decimals;

be equal to

never equal to

is

•

•

carry the calculation to five, to ten, to
it

may

be more than accu-

rate for our special purpose, but 0.333

would require

•

•

•

•

never will

have an infinite
decimal as is 0.3333
>n full, I would be made to
understand that this demand is absurd and its realization
impossible.
We cannot finish it and cannot even conceive an infinite decimal finished.
But we use where it
is wanted a certain chiffre for indicating or symbolizing it.
If I

J/^.

•

The

a poetic license, however,

immeasurable.

in

require for

mystery a mystery which, we must confess, can never
be solved. If with Kant we recognize that space is
Jdeal, that it is an abstract, a chiffre for economizing
thought, everything is clear, and there is just as little
mystery in the infinitude of space as in the infinitude of
a recurring decimal like 0.333
Accordingly, we may say, with Mr. Ives, that
•" space is the* generalization of extension."
But if hs
says "space is without limit," he should bear in mind
that it means " the possibility of extending the possibility of motion in every direction is without a limit."

as objective space)

are driven to statements

and

Infinitude

direction.

we

existences,

no doubt as to the infinitude of
of motion is infinite in every

thus self-evident from the definition of space.

it is

Kant claims

more complicated

still

When

than the present.
ceivable

space, for the possibility

soon find out that

absurdity.

direction of a point or a particle of matter, there can be

If

much

that objective time (just as
itself

•exist,

Das

we will

inconceivable and full of self-contradiction.

eternities

•

•

to

•

of the Past as well as the Future are

exactly such chiffres.

And

the eternity of the past,

of the infinite ocean and the interminable depth of the

comprehending

although both are very definite and even not immeasurable. So also the "infinite" world, the universe

Reality or the present existence suffered before having

sea,

is

we

measurable; but
as

Certainly

a definite reality.

its

it

is

recognize that

in

its

its

totality

im-

energy as well

matter of reality can neither increase nor decrease,

a fact which

is

now

indorsed by science and generally

in

of states of things to come, both are fundamentally an
eternity of the present time,

which means

be conceived as

Reality existed always and

limitless.

will exist always,

be exhausted

*By

the

way,

I

say space

is

the (not a) generalization of extension.

the changes that

form as at present, and the eternity of the future,
meaning an indefinite and infinite possibility of change

As of space,
Time is also an

same thing holds good of time.
abstract, or, as Kant says, it is ideal;
time does not exist by itself. Schopenhauer is right in

all

a

styled the law^ of conservation of matter and energy.

the

one conception

— or

and the
at least

possibility of

we

that time

must

change cannot

can imagine

it

to

be inex-

haustible.

Time

is

an abstract from Reality, which by all its
Past, Present and Future are ab-

changes remains.

—

—

;
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whether they

states of Reality,

stracts of the

we make them

such by wrongly
which they do not possess.
The nations of old worshiped Space and Time,
Infinitude and Eternity, and we now smile and call them
unless

them

attributing to

pagans.
is

It is a

woven

a reality

paganism superior

to fetishism, as

obtained, viz.

:

But there

the ideas of the thinker.

essential difference;

Kronos and

it is

its

idol

woof which can be

out of the most delicate

no

is

a difference of degree.

belong

his colleagues

the worship of eternity and infinitude

to

still

among

our present generation, and will continue to be an object
of

idolatry

we

until

eternity are

own

understand that infinitude and
p. c.

creations.

SUB SPECIE iETERNITATIS.*
BY WM. SCHUYLER.

The perfumed blossoms hung upon
Like lovely Innocence

it

seemed

the

bough

me
now
to

Of little worth, save that within it
The germ of good or evil fruit might
Then from

this selfsame

First, unripe fruit

Then grew

And

foul disease could breed;

—then sprang the
—

fruitful seed.

So with our finite actions all deeds done
For self alone like unripe fruit must be.
And when our good works through unreason run
Into excess, decaying fruit

we

From

all

When

in

Under

pose also with the word

means simply the

that infinity

million

is

You say yes
You would,

infinite.-'

symbol and "no mystery about

it."

abstract of

a generalized statement of that

it,

too, is

all finities

number

but a

suppose, claim

I

one

just as

This-

of units.

my

mind, infinity means that
which no adding of units will make, and to speak of "counting"
to, or "wandering" to, infinity' is like saying; "I started to walk
upon a road that has no end, and I walked so long and so fast
is

altogether thinkable, but to

got to the end of

I at last

a something

is

In this respect

tion.

When the word

it."

infinity

is

used,

made

or reached by addicertainly unlike anything with which we

expressed that cannot be
it is

have had experience. The immense distances dealt with in astronomy, are, by simply enlarging our unit of measurement, as readily
disposed of as measuring thirty-six inches of ribbon, and by a similar process.
But when we come to something which no enlargement of our unit will aftect, something to which the diameter of
our sidereal system would be as a unit of measurement no better
than the diameter of a sand grain, then surely we have reached a
something not a symbol of anything save itself, and about which
Does not infinite
it cannot truly be said, "there is no mystery."
space present this problem
You say, "beyond nature is empty
non-existence." This empty non-existence is infinite room for
We say "without
existence, infinite space space without limit.
The space
limit" because we cannot conceive it as having limit.
we know here is not empty, so, judging from experience, there is
reason to believe infinite space not empty and the problem that
presents itself to our thought is infinite fullness rather than infinite emptiness.
But in either case the infinite element remains
the same; and this is the one point to which I have wished tocalJ
your attention.

—

We may say
sion

but

;

which

we

if

the word space is but a generalization of all extensay " space is without limit," we affirm a fact about
say of this affirmation,

it

is

realizing

that

for

back on
If

on the

subject, in

last analysis,

its

every

throws u»

this one.

you should ask

tainly this

is

alization or

grows the good

We

not a generalization.

is

because we comprehend it, but because, while
we do not comprehend it, we yet feel that it mustie,

true, not

alternative thought

—

the same stem with evil

For

—

of lovers loving, but does this class of thinking serve our pur-

it

see.

But when through love our deeds not only may
Bring good to self, but also to all men,
Then are they fully ripe yet from decay,
Evil itself, good seed may grow again.

—

a chiffre or symbol," a " generaliza-

it is

see

—

be.

life-giving, slowly ripening;

then decayed

I

.'

blossom there did spring

which

say of matter "

— Yes,

no objection to that matter is but a generalization of all forms of matter, and as such " no mystery about it."
The word is, as you say, " a symbol for economizing thought"
So also in regard to all words expressing abstract ideas. It is but
a mental process whereby we gather to a unit all concrete
cases.
There is no sin outside of sinners sinning, no love outside
tion"

that

the past, but

obtains

You

are, or

have been, or are going to be.
This form of expression is most correct for our present purpose, as it defines both past as well as future in
the present tenses "they have " and "they are going to."
Time and space, infinitude and eternity are no
mysteries

COURT.

admit

for proof, I

it

wanting; but cer-

is

word infinite implies— not a genersomething of which we have no proof,
L. T. IvKS.
Yours truly,

the thought the

symbol, but a

yet feel must be.

things God-proceeding good must be

A READER OF THREE-SCORE-AND-TEN BRIEFLY
DEFINES HIS MONISM.

completeness they are understood
the full form of Eternity.

To

CORRESPONDENCE.

Morris,

the Editor:
I

have a two-fold object

One

is

Grundy

Co.,

March

lo, iSSS.

in the present address:

the expression of appreciatory pleasure

fell in

reading

had always felt to be
perplexing, that it awakens in me the hope that you will give us
further word on this subject, dealing more specifically with the

your interpretation of "Monism," of several months since, and to
congratulate yourself and tite managing board on the fact of
putting The Open Court squarely on the Monistic issue.
I am astonished to see so many of your contributors, either
careless or indifferent to this fundamental sentiment.
Nature presents no other field of labor for the Scientist but

questions involved.

that of the Monistic order.

AN INQUIRY ABOUT THE INFINITUDE OF SPACE.
In your
you dispose

Your
which

I

answer.

Spin

article of

January

5th, entitled "

so easily of problems that

article also

trust

you

prompts

me to

will excuse, and,

The Unknowable,"

I

ask you one or two questions,
if

intelligibly

presented,

will

The second

consideration

line of philosophy.

Much

of

is

a personal matter in this

my

same

time, for the last twenty-five

years, has been devoted to the study of

man

as standing at the

head of the phenomenal universe; and what was

my

great joy

lc»

I

THE OPEN COURT.
find,

on reading the

above referred

article

to,

with man}- of jour

harmony with Mr. Hegeler's sentiments,

articles in

that the

Bray,

M.

LL.D we

A.,

,

by the author

sold

philosophy.

of this publication

When

follows Nature will, inevitably, travel in this path.

was overcome the following con-

the dias of education

clusions were self-evident:

all

in

which

known

well

... an able pamphlet.

.

.

.

likely to

make him

not only here but elsewhere."

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XL— Concluded.

4. The inevitable result, then, of such upward movement
must reach the spiritual plane of matter in time. In short, I
was driven to the conclusion that spirit is a sublimated essence

ily.

This was a gloomy morning for the Hummel famBefore breakfast Herr Hummel sat down to his

writing table and composed an advertisement for the

of matter.

That the human origin

necessarily

is

terrestrial,

body,

soul and spirit.
If

down, and with a reasoned arguopponents to meet ... A

will tax the ability of his

it

lucid statement.

a gradual refinement of matter so engaged.

6.

is published and
Louis Republican speaks

St.

the following terms:

will not easily be put

ment which

forms, but that such perpetual evolution resulted, step by step, in

5.

The

60 cents.

for

"The Broad Church has appeared. In its representative there
no concealment It has moreover come with a force of convic-

tion

That matter is the only constituent of the universe.
2. That matter, from whatever source, contained -vithin itself
the attributes, powers and functions to do and accomplish
that is done by or with matter.
3. That matter must not only develop in the combination of
1.

all

is

The book

Md., instead of Boonville, Mo.

ville,

course of research adopted was strictly in line with this monistic

He who

87?.

inadvertently located the author in Boon-

man

has a spiritual part

it

must of necessity contain
his

say that there are processes of the natural world

I

human powers by which these
speak what I do know. And if

recognizable by the

demonstrated,
classification

which ten

who would
dog. The ten

I

of natural

facts

reference

in

facts

can

all

be

" Science is the

to principle"

the

thalers

Then he went

dashes.

thalers

reward was offered

to-

discover the malignant poisoner of

any one

the elements of immortality.

When

daily paper, in

were underlined with three

to his

window and looked

sav-

agely upon the haunts of his opponent and on the Chinese temple which had been the cause of this
turbance.

Then he

new

dis-

turned to his wife and, pacing up

and his immortal existence of man can be
brought within the range of demonstrated philosophy.
This is a wonderful age of discovery. The intellect of man
is his sole reliance; and is it not quite as consistent that he should
be spiritually blessed and comforted, while he is attaining to so
many temporal blessings.'
Feeling the promptings of a higher nature he cannot be supremely blessed until he can fairly fathom the depths of his own
nature, as to his origin, to the make-up of his being, and his final
destiny.
If this philosophy has any fact in it, these problems are
" Truth only wants a hearing."
all solved on a " scientific basis."
L. A. Fisher.

fast;

Prof. Georg von Gizycki, by reason of the great distance,
was unable to revise the translation and proof-sheets of his
essay " Determinism versus Indeterminism " in Nos. 25 and 26
of The Open Court. In a letter which was received this week

woman, and

he praises the translation as being excellent, and requests at the
same time that the following corrections and substitutions be

our red dog was caught with the partridges in their
kitchen, she sent me back the dog with her compli-

spiritual

origin

made:
Page

730,

2,

line 11

;

Page
instead of:

731,

column

all

processes.

732,

column

line 4

2,

line 7

2,

from above, read: .wme/>-oceii«,
from above, read:

reason, instead

of: cause.

732,

column

2,

line

from above, read:

17

annihilate,

instead of: ignore.

P^ge

733,

column

line

2,

12

from above, read: contrary

action, instead of: contradiction.

Page

733,

column

2,

line 26

from above, read

:

;/

has been said,

instead of: as has been said.

Page 733, column 2, line 13 from below, read
circumstances, instead of: like circumstances.

Page

this

morning was taking

trying

"and

I

do not understand

in this matter.

those people which

may be

is

762,

column

i,

line 20

from above, read:

:

//ic

external

have no right

to

instead of: this will.

In No. 28 of The

page SoS, in our review of
'Theism or the Knowability of God," by the Rev. Henry Truro

can be certain

always repugnant to

and it
But you

us,

assume that they have poisoned the dogs.

cannot think that such an idea would have entered into
the head of Frau Hahn.
I admit that she is an ordinary
I

points to a

as

the doctor says

woman

I

it

was dumplings, which

as being the guilty one.

it

But when

was not good behavior in him,,
birds.
That was civil, and

he had eaten three of the

can find no murderous intention in
if

it.

And

he surely

he would do anything to our dogs at

midnight."

"He is malicious," growled Herr Hummel; "but
you have always had your own opinion about those
He has been hypocritical toward me from the
people.
first day when he stood by his pile of bricks before
I have althese windows and turned his back to me.
ways allowed myself to be persuaded by you women to
treat him as a neighbor with greetings and civil speeches;,
and I have been silent when you have carried on your
"
ting

Open Court on

who

a something about

a misfortune to have such neighbors.

idle gossip
this universe,

is

his wife,

a second break-

how you

true that there

It is

does not look as

of: imperative.

Page

on

ments, and she thought

column

from above, read
Reasons are
cognitions, instead of:
Causes are acknowledgments.
Page 731, column i, line 6 from below, read: regular, instead

Page

and down, said:
" I have no doubt about the case."
" I do not understand you," answered

with the

Our idle
down her

you not

over there."

Henry," exclaimed the wife, setcoffee-cup with a clatter; " I must beg of

to forget

Copyrighted.

woman

gossip,

what

is

due

to

me."

—
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" Well, well,

Hummel

hastened to add, in order to allay the storm

which he had inopportunely brought upon himself.
" What you meant you must know, I take it as I heard
it; it shows little feeling in you. Hummel, on account of
a dead dog to treat your wife and daughter as idle gossips."
This disagreement added still more to the gloom
and ill-humor of the morning, but did not in any way
advance the discovery of the

culprit.

was in vain
away her

It

that the mistress of the house, in order to turn

husband's suspicions from the

Hahn

family, raised

many

other conjectures, and, with Laura's help, tried to throw

the blame on their

and that she

way

tne

at last

own employes

was

or

the

Alas! the reputation

so dreadful that the

During

Hummel

the

like wildfire

through the

streets, there

was

a

crowd round

the fruit-woman as on 'Change, and people spoke of

the evil deed everywhere without pity, hostilely and

Even among those in the streets who
show outward signs of sympathy, the prevailing
feeling was hardly concealed.
It is true there were
some sympathisers. First Frau Knips, the washerwoman, with voluble indignation; then even Knips the

maliciously.
tried to

younger ventured pityingly into the neighborhood of
the house
he was a clerk in the hostile business, having gone over to the enemy, but never ceased to show
respect to his former instructor on all occasions, and to pay

—

unacceptable

homage

to Friiulein Laura.

At

last

the

comedian of the theater, whom they generally invited
on Sundays, came, and related many amusing stories.
But even these few faithful adherents were suspected by
some of the household. Gabriel distrusted the Knips
family and Laura detested the clerk, and the comedian,
formerly a welcome guest, had, some evenings before,
in passing by, inconsiderately expressed to a companion,
that it would be a praiseworthy deed to remove these dogs
from the stage of life. Now this unhappy idea was repeated to the mistress of the house, and it lay heavy on her
heart.
For fifteen years she had accepted this man's
homage with pleasure, shown him much friendliness,
and given him enthusiastic applause at the theater, not
to

of the Sunday dinner and

speak

now when

preserves; and

the buffoon lowered his head sympathisingly

Meanwhile Laura

down

This prophecy contained just as much truth as if,
Troy, Cassandra

man; her sharp remarks

upon Judas frightened in return the comedian, because
it revealed to him the danger of losing his best house of
entertainment, and the more dolorous he felt, the more
equivocal became his expression.

—

had noted it down in Hector's album
it was confuted
by the endless horrors of the subsequent time.
At all events, Spitehahn was not gone; his life was
saved.
But the night's treachery had exercised a sorrowful influence on the creature, both body and soul.
He
had never been beautiful; but now his body was thin,
his head swelled, and his shaggy coat bristly.
The
glass splinters which the skillful doctor had removed
from his stomach seemed to have got somehow into his
hairs, so that they started bristling from his body like a
bottle-brush his curly tail became bare, only at the end
;

;

there remained a tuft of hair, like a bent cork-screw

He

no longer wagged his tail;
he roved about
silently; only occasionally one heard a low, significant
growl. He came back to life, but all softer feelings
were dead in him he became averse to human beings,
and fostered dark suspicions in his soul; all attachment
and fidelity ceased instead of which he showed lurkYet Herr Huming malice and general vindictiveness.
mel did not mind this change; the dog was the victim
of unheard-of wickedness, which had been intended for
the injury of himself, the proprietor of the house; and
had he been ten times more hideous and savage to
human beings, Herr Hummel would still have made a
He stroked him, and did not take it amiss
pet of him.
when the dog showed his gratitude by snapping at the
with a cork

at the end.

night and day

yelping ceased;

his

;

;

fingers of his master.

Whilst the flames of just

from

a devil grinning out of the

lines:

after the first skirmish of the siege of

Frau Hummel suddenly saw
the once valued

her writing-table, and noted

sat at

her private journal the events of the day, and

"They're dead and gone! Removed the curse of hate
Erased the stain is from the book of fate."

this

of

in

with a light heart she concluded with these

and expressed his horror, his face, from the long habit
of comic action, lengthened itself so hypocritically, that
features

family kept

displayed no signs ot

with a feeling of animosity.

could easier count the few

to see

They

undue pleasure, and no unnatural sympathy came from
But at mid-day, when Frau Hummel
went to refresh herself a little in the air, she met her
neighbor; and Frau Hahn, who since the garden scene
had felt herself in the wrong, stopped and expressed her
regret in a friendly way that Frau Hummel had experienced such an unpleasant accident.
But the hostile
feeling and suspicion of her husband echoed in the
answer. Frau Hummel spoke coldly, and both separated

to the dogs, than the

was

Hahn

these occurrences the

the silent walls.

family

men who did not wish evil
many whose wish and interest it
monsters at Cocytus. The news ran

all

quiet in the background.

watchman,

suggested even the shop-porter over

as the possible evil-doer.

of the dogs

COURT.

was not unkindly meant," Herr

it

him

new

his journey.
all

irritation

still

shot forth from

firebrand of the family peace, Fritz returned

His mother immediately related to

the events of the

ing, the dogs, the

new

last

few weeks

—the

bell-ring-

hostility.

" It was well that you were away.
Have you always
had a good feather bed? At the ipns they are very
I hope that in the
regardless of the beds of strangers.

I

—

:

THE
country,

where they

OF»KN COURT.

rear geese themselves, they

may

have shown more care. As regards this new quarrel,
talk to your father about it, and do what you can to restore peace."

Fritz listened silently to his mother's account, and
said soothingly

"You know

not the

it is

first

time;

it

will pass over."

This news did not contribute to increase the cheerSadly he looked from his room
fulness of the Doctor.

on the neighboring house and the windows of his friend.
In a short time a new household would be established
there; might not, then, his friendship with the Professor
be affected by the disturbances which of old existed

between the two houses? He then began to arrange
the notes which he had collected on his journey, but the
footsteps on the grotto gave him an uncomfortable feeling,

and the track of the wild hunters made him think

of Use's wise words, " It

away

superstition."
He put
and went out meditating,

is all

his papers, seized his hat,

and not exactly gaily disposed, into the park. When he
a few steps before him on the same

saw Laura Hummel

path, he turned aside, in order not to

meet any one from

the hostile house.

Laura was carrying

The

a little basket of fruit to her

like little

875

gentlemen with big stomachs and thick necks^

but with long legs which struck out vigorously.

when

Then

up to her and popped his
head out of the water, she drew back and laughed at
herself.
Thus she passed through the wood, herself a
butterfly, and at peace with all the world.
But her fate pursued her. Spitehahn had, from his
usual place on the stone steps, watched her proceedings j
from under the wild hairs which hung over his head
like a moustache, he had squinted after her, got up at
last and trotted silently behind her, undisturbed by the
a large frog steered

rays of the sun, the basket of

young

fruit,

or the red handker-

Between

the town and the
from the valley and its trees
to a bare plain, on which the soldiery of the town sometimes practiced their drill, and where in peaceful hours
a shepherd pastured his flock; the path ran obliquely
over the open plain to the village. Laura stopped on
the height at times to admire the distant sheep and the
brown shepherd, who looked very picturesque with his
large hat and crook.
She had already passed the flock
when she heard a barking and threatening cry behind
her; she turned round and saw the peaceful community
chief of his

mistress.

village the road ascended

in

The sheep

wild uproar.

scattered in

all

directions

summer

some running away frightened, others huddled together in

in a neighboring village, and a shady footpath
through the park led to it. It was lonely at this hour
in the wood, and only the birds observed how free from
care was the smile that played round the little mouth of

the shepherd's dogs barked, and the shepherd and
boy ran with raised sticks round the disturbed flock.
While Laura was looking astonished at the tumult, the
shepherd and his boy rushed up to her, followed by two
She felt herself seized by a rough man's
large dogs.
hand she saw the angry face of the shepherd, and his

godmother.

old lady

was residing

in her

house

the agile girl, and how full of glee were the beautiful
deep blue eyes that peered into the thicket. But although Laura seemed to hasten, she stopped frequently.
First it occurred to her that the leaves of the copper
beech would look well in her brown felt hat; she broke
off a branch, took off her hat, and stuck the leaves on it;
and in order to give herself the pleasure of looking at
it, she held her hat in her hand and put a gauze handkerchief over her head for protection against the rays of
the sun. Then she admired the chequered light thrown

by the sun on the

road.

Then

a squirrel ran across the

up

path, scrambled quick as lightning
itself in

ceived

beautiful

bushy

tail

up and per-

;

his

;

stick

was brandished

"Your dog

close before her eyes.

has dispersed

my

flock.

I

demand pun-

ishment and compensation."

Frightened and pale as death, Laura sought for her
she could scarcely find words to say, " I have no

purse

;

let me go, good shepherd."
But the man shook her arm roughly. Two gigantic
black beasts sprang upon her and snapped at her hand-

dog;

kerchief.

a tree and hid

the branches; and Laura looked

its

a ditch

"It

is

your dog;

I

know

the red beast," cried the

shepherd.

This was quite

through the foliage, and

true, for

Spitehahn had indeed ob-

she fancied herself on the top of the tree, in the midst

served the flock of sheep and devised his reckless plan.

on a branch, then

Suddenly, yelping hoarsely, he had sprung on a sheep
and had bitten it severely in the leg. Then followed
the flight of the flock, rushing together in a heap

of the foliage and fruit, swinging

leaping from one

walk

— high

bough

in the air,

to another,

finally

taking a

on the tops of the trees

the fluttering leaves as though

When

and

upon green

— over

hills.

she came near the water that flowed on the

Spitehahn in the midst of them, barking, scratching and
now along a dry ditch to the left, then down

biting

—

num-

the slope to the

ber of frogs, sitting in the sun on the bank, sprang into

he trotted home

other side of the path, she perceived that a large
the water with great leaps, as

if

by word of command,

and she ran up to them and saw with astonishment that
the frogs looked quite different in the water from

they did on land, not

at all so

clumsy

;

what

they went along

his

wood

into the thickest copse.

in safety,

showing

his teeth,

At length

and leaving

young lady to perish under the hand of the shepwho was still brandishing his stick over her.
" Let go of the young lady," called out the angry

herd,

voice of a man.

Fritz

Hahn

sprang forward, pushed

"
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back the arm of the shepherd and caught Laura fainting

stones out of the way.

in his arms.

sation about the godmother,

The interposition of a third party drew from the shepnew complaints, at the conclusion of which he again,

herd

flaming passion, tried to lay hold of the young lady,

in a

and was about

to set his

dogs

behave yourself
If a strange

man, or

like a

dog has

I will

I

am

Fritz,

back, and

have you punished.

injured your flock, adequate

pensation shall be made.

you or

But

Doctor.

at the

Keep your dogs

deeply roused, exclaimed, "

com-

ready to be security to

to the possessor of the sheep."

Thus he

that he himself highly esteemed the godmother; indeed, she had once, when he was a" schoolboy, given him a cherry-cake and he had in return
composed a poem on her birth-day. At the word poem
Laura was astounded; in that house, too! Could they
besides,

his waistcoat

down

pose yourself, dear Fraulein," he

"Com-

to his breast.

said,

"

and looked fearfully on the
•countenance which, excited with tenderness and sympathy, bent over her, and she perceived her situation
with alarm. Fearful fate! he again for the third time
raised her head

from him, and

herself

She

and preserver!

the inevitable friend

said, in

extricated

a faint voice, " I

thank

you. Doctor, I can walk alone now."
" No, I cannot leave j^ou thus," cried Fritz, and
again began to negotiate with the shepherd, who mean-

while had fetched the two victims of the murderous dog,

and

laid

his

hand

them down

as proofs of the ill deed.
Fritz put
pocket and handed the shepherd an
installment of the money promised as compensation,

into

his

gave him his name, and settled a future meeting with
the man, who, after the appearance of the money, became

more calm.
"

I

my

pray you take

arm," he

turning chival-

said,

rously to Laura.
that,"

replied

the maiden, quite

confused, and thinking of the existing hostility.
" It is only my duty as a man," said Fritz, sooth" You are too exhausted to go alone."
ingly.

«he

you, indeed, written poetry?"
answered, laughingly, " Only for

Then

lives

I

beg of you

me

to

my

godmother;

near here."

Fritz took the
fruit that

to take

Then

she

quite depressed

felt

There certainly was

by

his cold disregard

between

a difference

wards she blamed herself for her unbecoming thoughts

So she turned in a friendly
him and spoke of the pleasure she had taken
just before in the squirrels of the wood.
She had
once bought one of a boy in the streets and had set
towards her benefactor.

way

to

and the little animal had twice sprung from the
upon her shoulders; and she had at last run away,
with tears in her eyes, that it might remain in the
woods. Now, when she saw a squirrel, it always
appeared as if it belonged to her; and she undoubtedly
deceived herself, but the squirrels seemed to be of the
same opinion. This story led to the remarkable discovery that the Doctor had had a similar experience with
a small owl, and he imitated the way in which the owl
nodded its head when he brought in its food; and in
it

free,

trees

looked so like owl's eyes that

his spectacles

Laura could not help laughing.
Conversing in this way they arrived
mother's door.

wished

Fritz

to take

relinquished

at the

Laura's

god-

arm and

She remained standing on the

leave.

threshold with her hand on the latch and said, in an

embarrassed tone:

little

basket from her, collected the

had fallen out, and then conducted her to the

" Will you not

come

in at least for a

moment,

as

you

know my godmother?"
With pleasure," replied the Doctor.
The godmother was sitting in her summer

"

"I should not have been

so

much

said Laura, " but the black beasts

afraid

of the

were

so fear-

ful."

which was somewhat smaller, damper and
than her lodging

She took his arm
fright had passed, she

hesitatingly; for
felt

now, when the

the painfulness of her situa-

and

alas! conscience-smitten.
For she had early
day thought the traveling toilet of the Doctor, as
she saw him return home, unendurable; but Fritz was
not a man who could long be considered unendurable.
tion,

use, like

one style of verse and another; at Hahn's they only
wrote about cherry-cakes. But immediately after-

village.

man,"

home

every one."

doing so

"I cannot accept

"

Have

He

of poetry.

Laura

slight-

ingly of the elevating creations of happier hours, and
when she asked him

with tender anx-

iety.

But then the Doctor spoke very

write poetry?

spoke, holding Laura firmly in his arms;

hung over

an indifferent conver-

which obliged her to talk,
and brought other thoughts into her head. It happened

her head lay upon his shoulders, and the red handkerchief

He began

in the

He was now

the

hostile

in the

serious countenance

—

the children of
first

Laura,

still

—the

good lady was

so astonished

that she sat staring on the sofa and could only bring out

the words:

"

What

do

I

see?

together!

stretching out his foot in going along to put the

moment had bound

little

When

cottage,

pleasant

pale and solemn; behind her the Doctor, with an equally

of tender feelings and care for her,
endeavored to spare her every roughness on the road,
full

town.

houses entered together

less

Is

it

possible?

You two children

This exclamation dispelled the magic which for a
the

young

souls

to

each other.

—
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Laura went coldly up

how
her

to

godmother and related
come up at the time of

the

the Doctor had accidentally

But the Doctor explained

distress.

wished

to bring the

young lady

that he had only

safely to her; then

a

terrible story.

and, above

way under

the care of her maid-servant, the Doctor

went back with light steps to the wood, llis frame of
mind w^as entirely changed and a smile frequently
The thought was conpassed over his countenance.
stantly recurring to him how the maiden had rested in
his arms.
He had felt her bosom against his; her hair
had touched his cheeks and he had gazed on her white
neck. The worthy youth blushed at the thought and
hastened his steps.

was not wrong

—a

life

seemed

and the history of the world.

very attractive
tiful

form.

now

Doctor

to the

waving

in

He

that there

It

certainly

was something

locks, rosy cheeks

and a beau-

admitted that this discovery was not

new, but he had not hitherto felt its value with such
It had been so touching when she recovered from her swoon, opened her eyes and withdrew
herself bashfully from his arms;
also his having
defended her so valiantly filled him with cheerful pride.
He stopped on the field of battle and laughed out right
heartily.
Then he went along the same road which
Laura had come from the wood he looked along the
ground as if he could discover the traces of her little
feet upon the gravel, and he enjoyed the brightness and
warmth of the air, the alluring song of the birds, the
•distinctness.

;

fluttering of the dragon-flies,

with

as light a heart as his

pretty neighbor had done shortly before.
recollection of his friend

with

satisfaction,

came

Then

the

across him; he thought,

of the agitations of the Professor's

mind and the commotion which Thusnelda had brought
into it.
The result had had a droll effect upon the Professor; his friend

had been very comical

of his rising passion.

Such

in the

arrived at the

life

last

of earth-born creatures.

bush

in

which

which

fate

When

rustled one of the

little

be at it; first the sheep, then the grasshoppers." He
began singing half aloud a certain old song in which the
grasshoppers were asked to go away and no longer to
burden his spirit. Thus he returned home from his
walk in right cheerful frame of mind, like a man of the
world.

Henry," began Frau Hummel, in the afternoon,
solemnly to her husband, " compose yourself to listen to

community

city that the safety of the
I

have often said

wrong about
and he

bit

if

it;

a

it

endangered, and

But

if it

cannot see anything particularly

I

the sheep stretched out
that

little,

nothing to be said about
I

its

him

leg to

own affair and there is
As to what further con-

is its
it.

know

his

master

— so

that

is

my

young man over there,
do not wish to visit on him the bad

Finally, as regards the

your

it is

is

a disgrace to our police.

it is

should be our dog,

I

affair.

I will have nothing to do
with those people."
" I must call your attention to the fact. Hummel,"
interposed his wife, " that the Doctor has already paid

behavior of his parents, but

money

to the shepherd."

Money for my child ? That I cannot
claimed Hummel. " How much was it ?"
"

permit," ex-

" said Laura, imploringly.

" But father

How

can you expect," exclaimed Frau Hummel,
reproachfully, " that your daughter, in danger of death,
should count the groschens that her rescuer paid for
"

her?"
" That's just like a

woman," grumbled the master of
"you have no head for business; can you not
incidentally ask him?
The shepherd I take upon mythe house;

and shall not trouble myself about the Doctor.
this I tell you
the affair must be shortly settled
and our relations with that house must remain as before.
self,

Only

All

:

ask

I

to

is

go on smoothly and

I will

take no notice

of these Hahns."

After

this decision

Your

"

father

is

he

left

the ladies to their feelings.

right," said

Frau Hummel, "

to

leave the principal matter to us; with his harsh dispo-

thanks would come very ungraciously."
Laura, entreatingly, " you

sition

" Mother," said

he

grasshoppers, whose chirping he had often heard in
times of anxiety, he spoke out gaily, " Even these must

"

The testimony of the
know this fellow and require an impartial witness.
There are so many strange dogs running about the

pathos

a firm, earnest being con-

trasted curiously with the whimsical attacks

makes on the

Hummel, emphatically,
shown that it was our dog.
shepherd does not satisfy me; I

affair.

very different

had oc-

the dog," replied

to

woman

from the ideal that a man derives from the study of hu-

man

As

cerns the shepherd,

after all,

that

"it has not been clearly

In one thing at least the Professor
is,

him the misfortune

related to

curred.

"

godmother was applying restoratives and
•determining that Laura should return home another
the

remain calm and

consider our feelings."

all,

She then

his leave.

While

conjure you to

I

avoid a scene, and take pains to overcome your aversion;

he

inquired after the health of the godmother and took

877

more
"

My

have

can you not go over there?"

tact;

child,"

throat, "that

is

answered Frau Hummel, clearing her
This unfortunate occurrence

not easy.

of the dogs has left us

women

too

much

at variance.

No, as you are the principal person now concerned,
you must go over there yourself."
"

I

cannot

alarmed.
" That
ingly.

that

we

is

the

Doctor," exclaimed

not necessary," said Frau

"There
see

visit

is

one advantage

in this

Hummel,

Laura,
sooth-

neighborhood

from our windows when the men go out;

THB OPKN
then you shall rush over to the mother and address
your thanks for the son to her. You are very judicious,
my child, and will know how to act."
Thereupon Laura sat at the window, not well
pleased to

sit

as

watcher upon her neighbors;

was repugnant

in wait

to her.

At

last

this

lying

the Doctor ap-

peared on the threshold; he looked the same as usual;
there
figure

was nothing chivalrous to be seen in him; his
was slender and he was of middle height Laura

—

He

liked tall people.

had an

intellectual countenance,

was concealed by his large spectacles, which
gave him a pedantic appearance; when he did smile his
face became quite handsome, but his usual serious expression was not becoming to him.
Fritz disappeared
round the corner and Laura put on her hat with a heavy
heart and went into the hostile house, which she had
never yet entered. Dorchen, who was not in the secret,
but

it

looked astonished
connected

but with quick intuition

with the return of the Doctor and an-

it

nounced, of her

men were

at the visit,

own

accord, that neither of the gentle-

home, but

at

that

Frau Hahn was

in the

COURT.
In Laura's secret record also the events of this dajr

were very shortly disposed of. Even an observation
she had begun on the happiness of the lonely dwellersin the wood remained unfinished.
How was it, Laura?
you, who write down everything; who, when aa
insect or a sparrow hops in at the window, burst forth
into verse!
Here was an event influencing your wholfr
lifedanger, unconsciousness in the arms of a stranger,,
who, in spite of his learned aspect, is a handsome
youth! This would be the time to depict and indulge

—

—

in

fancy dreams.

venture

lie

like a

Capricious

dead stone

that surrounds thee?

it

Frau Hahn was

with thee as with the trav-

of the Alpine scenery, looks

impresses him,

gradually, but perhaps not for years^

till

sitting in the

overflowing

waking or dreaming, and draw
Or has the nearness of
the wicked beast who occasioned the outrage impeded
the flight of your soaring wings? There he lies before
him anew

to the

mountains?

your threshold, red and ragged, and

licks his

moustache^

at the

with compassion, with delicate tact she

drew away from the Chinese
was not an appropriate place
sit

on a

little

bench

building, feeling that
for this visit

in front of

it

and invited

the white Muse.

This was the pleasantest spot about the house; here the
orange tree smiled upon its donor, and Laura could
bring herself into a grateful mood. She told her
neighbor

how

deeply she

felt

and she begged her to say
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her son, because

She then entered

into the necessary busi-

ness about the bad shepherd.

Good Frau Hahn was

this duty.

pleased with her thanks and in a motherly
to take off

her hat for a

little

way begged

while, as

it

was

in the garden.

But Laura did not take off her

She expressed,

in fitting terms, her pleasure in the

garden, said

how

beautifully

it

bloomed, and heard with

orange tree which had been
anonymously to Herr Hahn, the fruit of which was
sweet, for Herr Hahn had celebrated the return of his
son by an artistic drink, for which he had taken the first
satisfaction of the splendid

sent

of the

little tree.

was altogether a diplomatic visit, not extended
Laura was glad when, on departing,

unnecessarily; and

she had repeated her compliments and thanks to the

Doctor.
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she herself in the confusion had not properly fulfilled

It

little-

Chinese temple. Both

same time of their last
was painful.
But with Frau Hahn the danger to which Laura had
been exposed at once overcame this natural nervousness.
"Ah, you poor young lady!" she began, but while

fruit

below

that this marvelous nature so

the scenes pursue him,

conversation and to both the recollection

hat.

ad-

this

landscape

stood opposite each other with a feeling of em-

barrassment; both thought

warm

does

(,To be conlinued.)

women

Laura

why

who, weary
him and wonders
eler,

garden.

her to

Is

girl,

in the fantastic
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